Cb 750 f cafe

Yes, the Honda CB is probably the most popular base bike for a cafe racer project. But there are
also lots of rip-offs or simply crappy builds out there. Last week, I received a message from
Belgium with a darn good CB build which you can see here. He was bitten by the cafe racer bug
about a year ago and he decided to build one for himself. When we asked him about the budget,
he had a hard time to tell. He stripped the bike and refurbished most parts and repainted the
engine and frame. The engine was in a very good shape, so he only gave it some TLC with fresh
gaskets and liquids. After that, he hand-crafted the seat and rear hump out of polyester with
custom leather upholstery. Just like the frame, he did the painting all by himself. Custom cafe
racer parts where source from all over the internet like the head light, grips, mirrors, rear
shocks, pod filters, mufflers, exhaust wrap yes, it actually suits this build! Not bad for a low
budget cafe racer project! Can we expect more from Martial? Oh yes! We look forward to it! The
Honda CB, also known as the worlds first super bike, remains a popular pick for custom bike
builders. Great engine, good frame and pretty powerful specs. They're specialized in restoring
Japanese motorcycles and just made this awesome CBâ€¦. He did an amazing job and the list of
custom parts modifications isâ€¦. Your email address will not be published. We roll on our
readers submissions, so if you want to show off your custom motorcycle: submit your brew!
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Signup Sign up and be the first to see new custom bikes! We see a lot of Honda CB builds, but
few stand out like this silvery mesh of past and present. It hardly even looks like a CB any
longer, but more like the dream machine of some parallel universe. The bike is a collaboration
between Mujjo and 14Cyclesâ€”both of The Netherlands. That is a Dutch-built machine comes
as no surprise, given the minimalist purity of the design. Below, we interview Remy
Nagelmaeker of Mujjo for the full story on the build. My personal history with motorcycles is
very short, to say the least. Design-wise the vision was very much in-line with the work we do at
Mujjo. The design is very clean and simple. And I think it really does. The purposely open
subframe and sleek upholstery balance the large block. The litium ion battery has been moved
out of sight hidden below the swingarm. The Zephyr tank is relatively wide, which work very
well with the big block. The upholstery is simple and sleek emphasizing the stance of the bike.
Focus has been on quality which is why this bike is build with virtually no aftermarket parts
apart from the speedo, rear-mirror, and exhaust. The decision to use donor parts over off the
shelf aftermarket parts was made for better build quality and achieving the solid look we were
after. Lots and lots of effort has gone into making all the donor parts work together seamlessly.
Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this browser for
the next time I comment. Please tell us a bit about yourself, your history with motorcycles, and
your company. What was the design concept and what influenced the build? Website,
Instagram, Facebook, photographer credit, etc. Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address
will not be published. Recent Posts. View on Instagram. Like so many of us, Josh has found that
working on his bike for an hour or two is the perfect way to clear his head. The bike had not run
in years. Below, we get the full story on the build, along with some beautiful shots from Terri
Beloit Photography. I am construction manager in the ever growing Seattle area. My life is quite
hectic between work and my young growing family baby on the way. Still, I find every
opportunity to go get lost for an hour or two to clear my head and get back to center. I started
admiring motorcycles when I was very young and a teacher of mine had her son stop by and
show the class his GP style race bike. I remember it was unlike anything I had ever seen and it
sparked my interest in motorcycles. My cafe is only the second bike I have owned and the first
one that I had the time and money to create a custom running bike. Thanks to this bike it forced
me to go get my license finally. At this point I have only been riding for about 4 months and
around 2, miles, but hey, everyone needs to start time time and why not do it on your custom
Cafe. Even though this is my first true bike, it most certainly will not be my last. Especially for
custom bikes, I already have a couple ideas for my next build! He took it from a stock CBF,
removed the plastics, cut the tail, replaced the rear sprocket, and replaced the chain. During
that time I would stare at it every day, coming up with ideas, parts to buy, and sketching out
overall designs. This past February I decided I had to have it ready to ride this summer so I
started working on it. After a couple hours of wrench time between my buddy who I bought the
bike from and me we got the bike running, which it had not in years. After firing the throttle was
stuck open and spraying fuel out of the carbs. At that point I decided to find a custom shop that
could build my vision and get it done way faster than I could. He was the perfect guy to work
with and help with the build. Over the next couple months, tons of research, countless hours,
and a large amount of online shopping, the cafe racer known as Lainey was born. This bike

brings and extreme about of joy and usually draws a crowd where ever I stop. Following is a
breakdown of the build. On a future note, this winter I am planning to replace the front forks
with GSXR forks, new spoke front and rear wheels, fitting a rear mono shock, replacing the
speedo with a Motogadget motoscope pro, custom triple tree, and upgraded front and rear
brakes. Your email address will not be published. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. What a great looking bike, I have a stock cb on my yard.
Be cool to do something similar. Leave a Comment Cancel Your email address will not be
published. Recent Posts. View on Instagram. This can definitely be said of the goings-on in the
world of custom motorcycles. Ideas are reused and repurposed time and time again. Kyle was
given a relaxed brief that consisted of a color palette and a handful of must-have parts, but the
overall design was left entirely up to him. However, some things I make are based on ideas I
have once other components have been fabricated. Kind of like fitting pieces of a puzzle
together. Kyle then addressed the issues he had with the frame. Looking at the engine now you
would never think it had seen 45 years of use. The top to bottom overhaul gave both the interior
and exterior of the motor a facelift. Everything is now buttoned together with stainless fasteners
and the covers all polished to a mirror finish. Even the carbs look like new and have been
painstakingly tuned to harmonize with pod filters and a 4-into-1 Delvik stainless exhaust
system. I wanted an external oil tank just to challenge myself to build one that could be hidden
and still have enough oil volume to function correctly. The process started out with the design
of the seat. Once he had the look he was after he began shaping a tank that would fit within the
confines of the svelte tail section. The result is a uniquely shaped oil tank that is hidden within
beneath the seat and between the frame rails. To minimize vibration and the chance of any
hoses coming loose, rubber-mounted brackets hold everything in place. Delivery of the oil to
the engine and back is via stainless braided lines that are a unique feature of this build. Being
exposed also helps with keeping temperatures down on warmer days. This allowed him to
design and test how the set up would function prior to any fabrication work. He then built the
entire assembly inhouse himself. Other work during the rebuild included a complete rewire and
the installation of a Motogadget M-unit Blue and switchgear. Clip-on handlebars sit beneath a
shaved and polished triple clamp and the headlight hangs from customized brackets. So to add
a touch of vintage racer styling he cut and welded knee dents into it. From the near-perfect fit
and finish to the unique, handcrafted touches. And as for how the bike now handles Kyle has
this to say. I spent many hours tuning and testing it before it went to the customer. It has a
plush ride and is really is crisp, not to mention extremely fast. Now Week Month. Cafe Racers.
Electric Motorcycle. Gear Reviews. More Stuff. S Workshops U. Share Tweet. See also. Elegance
Personified â€” Bolt Motor Co. See all results. Subscribe Our newsletter delivers all the Cafe
Racer news, rumors, deals and events directly to you each week. Krzysztof Rogalinski, also
known as KrisBiker , is a self-taught a Polish motorcycle builder with a penchant for head
turning custom builds. Having quite a repertoire of builds under his belt, his latest creation is
surprisingly his first cafe racer. Unfortunately during its time, the bike wasn't exactly a
showstopper. Understandably, the CB50 F2 had humungous shoes to fill, after the s Honda CB
Fourâ€”one of the most iconic motorcycles in history. Starting off with a custom fuel tank, a
unit from a s Honda CBF was sourced to give the bike a resemblance to its more iconic
predecessors. To achieve an aggressive aesthetic, KrisBiker ensured that the fuel tank and seat
assembly sat parallel to the road for that unmistakable cafe racer look. Of course, adding to this
was is a snipped tail section and a hornet-tail seat that joins seamlessly with the fuel tank. As
such, the upper half of the bike looks extremely sleek and compact. Perhaps one of the biggest
challenges of the whole build was the conversion to spoked wheels. Although a s
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eemingly simple job, sourcing a set of spoked wheels for a motorcycle originally designed with
alloy wheels can be quite an arduous task. Adding to the challenge was the fact that a Suzuki
GSXR front end was retrofitted onto the bike to give it a slightly modern, high performance look
and feel. Of course, fitting the front end of a supersport will undoubtedly result in improved
handling. Rounding things off are some ergonomic updates to the motorcycle. A pair of
aggressive, low sling clip-ons from Accel were fitted, as well as rear-set foot pegs. To give the
engine more pizzazz, a custom 4-into-1 exhaust system with a GPR muffler fitted to the end was
fabricated. To top it all off, the bike was finished in a sharp yellow and black color
schemeâ€”giving it a venomous aura that strongly compliment's the motorcycle's aggressive
stance and styling. Sep 13, at am ET. By : Enrico Punsalang. I feel my spider sense tingling.
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